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Please note: Use 1 strand of thread unless stipulated. 

 

-Trace the pattern supplied onto the water soluble fabric. Be careful that this fabric does not 

come into contact with any moisture. Use a black Pigma or uniPIN fine line pen. These pens 

are available from most art or pen shops. Ask for the finest water/ fade proof pigment ink pen. 

I use the number 0.1 uniPIN pen in South Africa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: once the embroidery is complete, the teddy is immersed in water to dissolve the water- 

soluble fabric and the black pen lines disappear along with it. This method is fabulous when 

you are not able to use the direct trace technique. 

-Pin the tracing on the top of the tummy and tack in place with long back or running stitch. 

-Use a size 8 or 9 crewel needle and thread up with 2 strands of the pink thread. Start with a 

few back stitches in the centre of the rose and form the 5 foundation spokes for each rose. End 

off with a few back stitches these will be covered by the ribbon in the next step. 

-Use a size 20 or 22 Chenille needle and thread up with the pink silk ribbon. Leave a short tail 

and embroider all the pink Spider web roses. Start and end with a small tail each time. Use the 

pink thread and tiny back stitches to secure the tails to the fabric, underneath the ribbon roses 

for a neat finish.  

You will need: 
Di van Niekerk’s hand-painted pure silk ribbons 

- 4mm pure silk-number 119 x 1 packet 
- 4mm pure silk-number 43  x 2 packets 

- 4mm pure silk-number 81 x 1 packet 
-25mm silk-number 108 x 1 packet 

-Water-soluble fabric 7cm x 15cm 

-Pale blue  six strand embroidery  thread- 40cm 

-Pale pink six strand embroidery thread-  2x 40cm 

-Beads: 7 assorted glass pink beads for the collar 
-Bead- 1 pink rose bead for the collar 

-A hand-knitted teddy bear 

-Instruction sheet, pattern and stitch diagram 
-Colour picture of completed teddy. 

 

 

Di van Niekerk’s Crafts Unlimited 

Cape Town, South Africa 

Head-office 021 671 4607 

V&A Waterfront shop 021 421 4149,  

Bellville shop 021 949 4889 
website: www.dicraft.co.za   

and e mail: pucketty@pixie.co.za 
�
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Note: it is quite difficult to see the spokes in the fluffy wool. As you stitch the spider web 

rose, you can insert the needle in the teddy’s fabric. Scoop a small piece of fabric on the 

needle and make a running stitch before picking up a small piece of fabric again. Work in a 

circular motion to form the rose. Try to vary the stitch by inserting the needle alongside the 

adjoining stitch so the stitches are staggered the same way as the spider web rose. 

-Make the blue roses the same way. 

 

Please note: As you start and end each time, use the thread to anchor the tails well. Always 

take into account that loose ends may unravel and harm the baby. 

 

-Add the teardrop pink and blue petals alongside (and between) the roses in detached chain 

and ribbon stitch. Make the green teardrop leaves the same way.  

-Use the pale pink thread and tiny back stitches at the tip and base of each ribbon stitch. This 

way, the stitch does not pull out of shape in the wash. Start and end with a few back stitches 

underneath the roses.  

-Refer to the colour picture and use a size 22 or 24 chenille needle. Thread up with the 4mm 

green ribbon. Start on the outer edge of the pattern and use a feather stitch to form the frilly 

green tendrils along the edge  

-Remember to end off well with a few back stitches each time. 

 

-Form the pink roses on the hands and feet the same way. Add some blue and green leaves 

alongside in detached chain stitch. 

-Make the collar. Tie a big pink bow around his neck. Use the pink thread to secure the bow in 

place with small back stitches along the edge of the ribbon and the tie of the bow. Be sure to 

secure the bow very well so as not to harm the baby. 

- Attach the large pink rose bead alongside the bow with 2 strands of pink thread. Use 7 or 8 

stitches to secure it well. Start and end the thread with small back stitches. 

-Attach the pink, glass beads on the straight part of the collar. Use 1 strand of pink thread on a 

size 9 or 10 crewel needle and secure each bead with 5 or 6 back stitches making sure you 

secure each bead firmly to prevent any harm to the baby! 

 

 

Immerse the toy in a basin of tap water and allow the water-soluble fabric to dissolve for 5 to 

10 minutes. Gently rub the tummy area to lift the sticky residue off the fabric. Gently squeeze 

the toy to get rid of some water and hang up to dry. 

 

I do hope this happy little teddy brings much joy to a special Mum and baby! 

 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions; we are always willing to help 

 

Kind regards 
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Stitches 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Folded Ribbon Rose 

Feather Stitch 

Back Stitch 

 

 
Detached Chain Stitch 

Ribbon Stitch 




